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Reactivity Feedback from Irradiated Pin Failure in Unprotected Slow
TOP Accidents in LMFBR's

H. H. Hummel and P. A. Pizzica
Argonne National Laboratory

The present work is an outgrowth of studies made in support of CRBR
licensing, but the conclusions drawn should be generally applicable to
oxide-fueled LMFBR's. The accident under consideration is a lOji/s unpro-
tected TOP (transient overpower), for which a series of PLUTO2/SAS4A^ calcula-
tions has been performed using a higher power CRBR EOC3 fuel pin which had 275
days irradiation. The assumption was made in the licensing work, that a short
pin failure will occur at the axial midplane, maximizing the positive fuel
motion reactivity effect, as it was felt that a less conservative assumption
could not be conclusively justified2. This assumption is also made in the
present case.

Upon pin failure at the midplane a positive reactivity effect is first
produced from in-pin fuel motion, with fuel sweepout becoming effective later
and causing the total reactivity effect, including a smaller positive component
from sodium voiding, to become negative in between 20 and 50 ms, depending on
assumptions in the calculations. A major concern in an unprotected TOP
accident is that failure of a number of subassemblies will be sufficiently
coherent that the initial positive reactivity effects will produce an auto-
catalytic power rise before enough negative effects can prevent it. In
order to analyze this possibility it is important to understand the possible
range of feedback characteristics.

Fuel ejection in an irradiated pin is produced by pressure of fission gas
existing in the molten fuel cavity, which is assumed to be isolated from the
fission gas plenum. For a slow TOP only the gas inventory at the time of
pin failure is relevant as no significant additional fuel melting occurs in
the time range of interest. Fuel ejection also depends on the pressure in
the coolant channel, which varies with strength of the molten fuel/coolant
interaction (FCI), amount of fission gas ejected, and channel fuel flow
regimes. Fuel sweepout also depends on channel pressures and flow regimes and
is also affected by fuel freezing out on clad and structure.

Because of a lack of other useful data the major effort made so far in
validating PLUTO2 and inferring appropriate parameters for use in it has in-
volved analysis of the TREAT L8 experiment^. Important parameter determina-
tions in the original analysis were a pin failure pressure of 15 MPa> a Cho-
Wright particle radius rp of 180 \im, and an exponent x for the liquid
sodium volume fraction multiplying the sodium-to—fuel heat transfer coef—
fiecient of 2 rather than 1. The latter two choices imply a weak FCI.
In a followup study of this analysis it was concluded that this assumed
failure pressure was in a reasonable range and that a weak FCI was appro-
priate, but that FCI parameters, including x, could not be inferred very
precisely from the experiment2. There is evidence, as in the H6 experiment,
that stronger FCI's might occur under circumstances different from those
in L84.



The L8 experiment was actually designed to represent LOF-TOP (loss-of-
flow driven transient overpower) rather than pure TOP conditions, so that
channel hydraulic conditions and the power history were atypical of a TOP.
As a result, sodium boiling was imminent at the time of pin failure. This
affects conclusions about flow regime effects because transition from particu-
late to annular flow occurs more rapidly for the L8 conditions. When this
transition occurs is important in the PLUTO2 modeling because of the accompany-
ing large decrease in drag between fuel and sodium/ fission gas mixture.

In the current series of calculations we have varied failure pressure
between 10 and 40 MPa. A pressure of 10 MPa could reasonably correspond to
a case in which some gas was released from the pin prior to molten fuel
ejection. A pressure of 40 MPa represents an upper limit for a lower failure
location where the clad is colder. We feel that the range 10-20 is probably
most reasonable. A much higher pressure would not have been appropriate
in L8 because it would have led to too rapid fuel sweepout. In the original
L8 analysis failure pressure was adjusted by varying void volume. We have
varied both void volume and fuel/gas ratio to account for uncertainties and
for differences in operating conditions. FCI parameter variations were
between x = 1 and 2 and rp = 100 or 300 Mm. This range of particle sizes
is reasonable on the basis of experiments^. Other variations were in para-
meters affecting flow regime transitions and sodium/clad heat transfer.
Pin failure was assumed to occur at a fuel melt fraction of 0.50.

The most significant effect we found resulted from varying r», even
though this is relevant only for particulate flow. For a value of 100 Vm a
a strong enough FCI was obtained that the resulting channel pressure delayed
fuel ejection considerably compared to cases with rp of 300 Um so that the
total reactivity did not become negative from sweepout until about 50 ms after
pin failure as compared to 20-25 ms with an r of 300 urn. Total eventual
sweepout reactivity was also significantly reauced. The selection of x = 1
instead of x = 2 resulted in a moderate reduction in sweepout, apparently
associated with greater fuel freezeout resulting from reduced channel fuel
temperature.

The most marked effect of variation in failure pressure is on the prompt-
ness of fuel ejection, so that at a higher pressure the peak positive react-
ivity and subsequent development of negative total reactivity both tend to
occur sooner. Pressure variation effects are somewhat larger when the varia-
tion is in the fission gas/fuel ratio at a given void content than when the
fission gas is held constant and the cavity void varied. There tend to be
compensating effects when failure pressure is varied, so that the eventual
sweepout reactivity may not be much different. For example, a higher fission
gas pressure in the coolant channel tends to reduce the liquid sodium volume
fraction, reducing both the pressure exerted by a given amount of fission gas
and the sodium/fuel heat transfer, thereby reducing sodium vapor pressure. A
lower sodium liquid volume fraction also leads to a more rapid transition from
particulate to annular flow. t

Other variations found to have a smaller effect were in parameters
affecting flow regime transitions and sodium-to-cladding heat transfer. Al-
though there was some variation in sweepout reactivity among the cases con-
sidered here, the negative effects were always large enough and prompt
enough to counter positive effects for a credible range of input reactivity



and for the expected decree ol Lalluru colierence. Lt is concluded that, aLthough
the data base for validating LMKHR TOI1 calculations is limited, I»U)TO2 c-.-i I-
culatlons for a range of conditions reasonably encompassing uncertainties in
calculations and variations in accident conditions indicate that Lite reactivity
feedback following pin failure is of such a nature that, lor reasonable
assumptions about reactivity insertion, autocatalytic conditions should not
develop even with an assumed core midplane failure.
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